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issue 13 Fall 2021
an occasional e-newsletter

Check Out the Library
Welcome Back!
On behalf of the HSU Library, I want to welcome all new and returning
students, faculty, staff, and lifelong learners.
The Library is looking forward to opening the building in January and we are
happy to share that good progress is being made on the sprinkler construction
project. HSU Library offers a variety of crucial limited in-person services
this fall semester, including
textbook and laptop checkout,
photo ID services, and Special
Collections consultation by
appointment. You can find
more information by visiting
our library blog at
sites.humboldt.edu/library.
If you are on campus, stop by
Library Room 28 in the Library
Lower Level where you will
find friendly staff and some new
and popular reading literature
ready for checkout. In addition,
we offer many resources and
services online and are still
happy to ship items to you such
as books and media by mail,
free of charge.
In this edition of our Check
Out the Library newsletter, we
highlight some of the incredible people at the HSU Library who are dedicated
to helping you meet your information needs. You’ll also learn more about
textbooks on reserve, new asynchronous SkillShops, and ways the Library is
helping the campus save money through Affordable Learning Solutions (AL$),
along with a calendar of upcoming events, and more.
We plan to fully reopen in January 2022, following the completion of
the HSU Library Seismic Retrofit Project. We will keep you updated on our
progress and look forward to celebrating being back in the Library with all of
you. Until then, take care and let us know how we can help you.
Cyril Oberlander, Dean of the HSU Library, Cyril.Oberlander@humboldt.edu

Meet Our New Library Employees
Leigha Evers
Hi! I’m Leigha Evers and I’m the Information
Resources Specialist at the HSU Library. My role at
the Library is to support the Library’s acquisitions
and cataloguing work, meaning I purchase and
process books and other media to add to our
collections. I joined the HSU staff team back in
January 2020, in Facilities Management and joined
the Library in January 2021. I feel so fortunate to
be a part of the Library team because of all of the
amazing effort the Library faculty and staff put into
making the Library a safe, functional and fun space
for the university community. The people who work
at the Library are dedicated to helping students
access the resources they need to succeed and
creating spaces for ideas to grow. They truly are a
special bunch who care deeply about the shared
experience here at HSU, so please don’t hesitate to
reach out if you have an idea or a need
that the Library can help support.
Now that over six months in the
Library have passed, I can confidently
say that my favorite part of this job
is that I am exposed to so many
incredible resources. I field many
purchase and information requests
every day from library patrons and
faculty, including movies for our DVD
collection, interesting documentaries
to stream on Kanopy, new popular
reading titles, ebooks including
works by some of my favorite poets.
My read/watch list was long before
starting this job, but now it is almost
overwhelming!
When I am not knocking items off
my read/watch list, I like to swim in
our beautiful rivers, hike our magical
forests, watch my partner surf at our
incredible beaches, do collaborative
art projects, and sample our fabulous
array of local restaurants. Humboldt County is such
a special area full of artistic and natural wonders, so
I feel fortunate that even though I’ve lived here off
and on for many years now, I still have so much to
explore and discover.
Thanks for reading about me!

Sarah Godlin
My name is Sarah Godlin. I’m the
Archivist and Digital Publishing
Specialist at HSU. I work in what I
think is the best place on campus the Library.
What is an Archivist and Digital
Publishing Specialist?
I get to work in both the HSU Archives
with all of the awesome archival
materials that live in the Library (and
online) AND in HSU Press, where we
publish locally relevant books, textbooks, and
journals. In the Archives I help researchers find
materials and I help describe, preserve, and make
available photographs, manuscripts, rare books,
and other rare or very old materials to students and
community members. At the HSU Press I provide
support to our student assistants, I edit textbooks and
manuscripts, and I help create publishing workflows
so we can offer as many publishing opportunities to
HSU students and community members as possible.
What drew you to the Library?
I’m a writer, but more importantly, I’m a book
person. Before I worked at HSU I wrote for many of
the local news outlets and periodicals, but I really
wanted to work with books. During my undergrad
I applied for an internship in the archives, and I
had a wonderful experience there. I worked for
HSU Press on campus as well, and enjoyed that
just as much. These jobs sparked my interest in
publishing as a career, and I entered and finished a
graduate program for professional publishing. I love
everything about books - their layouts, their covers,
their content. I love them in audio form, I love them
in eBook format, and I especially love old ones, so I
consider myself very lucky to work with them every
day.
Where did you work before this position?
Before the Library I worked in Enrollment
Management Communications as the Student
Engagement specialist. I designed the emails that
students received, and I was in charge of HumBot,
the chatbot. I worked with a bunch of amazing folks
over there in the SBS Building.

Do you have any hobbies?
My family and I live in Fieldbrook, and we have
a lot of chickens and a big garden. I have been
developing a poppy strain for years, and it is finally
stable. It’s a light purple double poppy which has
a densely packed, ruffled pompom. If you run into
me, ask me to bring you seeds, because I have quite
a few. I also consume a lot of sci-fi. I love science
fiction, and if I’m not watching it I’m probably
reading it or listening to it. I also love candy and
candy manufacturing history. Everyone gets one
weird hobby, and that’s mine.
What would you like to see in the Library?
I would love to see more books coming out of our
press! It would be amazing if they could have audio
versions on top of the digital versions. Partnering
with a department like Theatre Arts on this project
would be outstanding. I’d also love to see more
exhibits that get students and community members
excited about the HSU Special Collections. A few
years back there was an exhibit of archival ocean
pictures that were blown up and wheat pasted to a
sanctioned area of the Eureka pier. So many people
loved that. I’d love to do more community based
exhibits like this.

Melitta Jackson
Ayi-yu-kwee’! Nek-new Melitta Jackson. I am a
Yurok tribal member and Humboldt County Native.
I am also the Resource Sharing and Information
Specialist in the Department of Access Services in
the HSU Library.
Can you explain what your job does?
For the time being I am working a lot with ILL, so
InterLibrary Loans, and CSU+. This basically means I
try to get our students and faculty books and articles
that HSU may not have, or in today’s case may not
have access to at the moment due to construction.
Through these programs we have access to other
libraries in California and the United States as a
whole and they work with us to get the books and
articles our students and faculty need either to us
physically or online.
What drew you to the Library?
I have always loved books. My mom used to say that
the library was my best friend and has recently tried
to give me some interventions to my slight excessive
book buying habit. I’ve consistently found comfort
in school libraries and love to learn new things. So
when this position opened up I didn’t have much
hope in getting it but figured I’d take a chance and
throw my name in the hat, and I’m so happy I did.
Ultimately, I was curious to see if working in the
Library is the career path I want to settle into.
Where did you work before this position?
I was the Administrative Support Assistant for the
departments of Critical Race, Gender and Sexuality
Studies, Native American Studies, and World
Languages in Cultures within the College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences for HSU.
You said you love books, what’s your favorite?
Oh, gosh. I feel like that changes consistently.
But the ones I am always eager for someone else
to read and talk to with are: American Gods by
Neil Gaiman, Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall
Kimmerer, and Elatsoe by Darcie Little Badger
What do you do outside of work in the Library and
reading?
Art. That’s actually what I got my degree in from
HSU.

What kind of art do you do?
Digital illustration, illustration, and painting.
Any recent art pieces you’ve done?
I have two bigger pieces that are out in the public.
The biggest one is a mural I worked on with Native
Artists: Carl Avery, Julian Lang, and Alme Allen, on
the side of the Discovery Shop in Henderson Center,
Eureka. My piece is called “Run”.
I also did an otter piece for Jeff Black’s North Coast
Otter Spotter Project (otterart.humboldt.edu/). 100
fiberglass otters were given to 100 artists. 12 of those
artists are Indigenous, me included. Aside from the
12, the otters were available for auction and were
spread out all over Humboldt to encourage and
celebrate the comeback of river otters. For the 12
Indigenous otters, we were able to choose where
we wanted our otters to go, and I’ve donated mine
to the Native American Studies Department here at
HSU, so she’s currently being shown in the Native
Forum Lobby across from the BSS building.
Otherwise I try to get new pieces up on my website:
www.melitta-jackson.com/ and my etsy page
www.etsy.com/shop/MelittaJackson where both my
mom and I sell our work through prints and mugs.
Looking through your website and your shop, which
are gorgeous by the way, there are a lot of cultural
elements to your work. I assume it’s important to
have that representation in your work, but what’s
your inspiration for it?
My own experiences honestly. When I did the mural
in Henderson Center, which is of a girl running
for her Flower Dance, a coming of age ceremony
for girls in this region, I was thinking of my own
run. People often ask me the significance of the
red dot between the girl’s shoulder blades or even

the red dots represented on my otter, also dressed
as a flower girl, and I have to reiterate that that’s
what happened in my flower dance. That’s what my
medicine woman put on my body when we first
started, and it stood out to me. Whether or not she
still does it, or if it’s done in other flower dances,
I’m unsure. But it happened to me, and I can only
speak to my experience. The same goes for my art.
I illustrate what I do because it’s important to me. I
love scientific illustrations in order to push myself to
best represent an animal. But I also do it because I
find that Stellar jay, that barn owl, or a group of girls
demonstrating a flower dance beautiful. My culture
is beautiful. My community is beautiful, and I want
to capture that the best way I know how.
With what you just said in mind, how will you apply
that to your job in the Library?
By understanding that not everyone has the same
opportunities or experiences. I am fortunate enough
to be able to buy my books. I was fortunate enough
to not have accumulated debt and student loans
when I was going to school. I know that that is not
always the case. Particularly to students of color.
The Library is a great resource. I am excited to be
part of that resource to make someone’s time here
a little easier, and, hopefully, when the Library
opens back up fully, to be able to help create more
opportunities.

Meet Your HSU Press Team
We asked our student team two questions.

What project are you most proud of?

“

How will your work here help meet your career goals?

Kimberly Sisu
Graduate Student, Fall 2022
1. IdeaFest Journal has been a really great
experience as I have gotten to learn the ins
and outs of editing for an academic journal
and to assist HSU students in gaining
recognition for their work.
2. I’d like to work in the world of editing
and publishing after graduation, and I feel
very fortunate to be able to learn as I go
and gain the experience necessary for the
job I intend to pursue.

Aaron Laughlin
Graduate Student, English, Fall 2021
1. With Redwood Roots Magazine, I have helped spread
awareness of stories of community engagement. It has
also taught me not only about digital design, but about
community, communication, and collaboration.
2. This work has helped me to become a more confident
and capable professional and community member.
I couldn’t have asked for a more apt and fulfilling
opportunity to help me meet my career goals in editing and
publishing.

Laiza Pacheco
English, Spring 2022
1. I’m most proud of the children’s book The Ant Book.
The end result compared to where I started shows just how
much time and effort went into the book!
2. I’ve been thinking of ways I can incorporate what I’ve
learned into my profession as a future teacher. I’d love to
give students the opportunity to be able to publish their
very own works. It’s important that the world hears more
from our future scholars.

Maximilian Heirich
English, Spring 2022
1. I am most proud of my work on African
Masks of Burkina Faso and Mali by James
Gaasch. It’s a challenge to lay out an image
heavy book in terms of balancing a bold
design while not sacrificing the readability.
2. This work has unlocked the pathway of
my career. The experience I’ve gained in
design, editing, and writing while working
here is second to none and has set me
leaps and bounds ahead of where I would
be without it.

New Online
SkillShops
By Tim Miller & Kimberly Stelter
SkillShops were a popular option this past year.
Librarians and campus partners developed seven
new Canvas SkillShops that students can take at
their own pace and be imported into a course as an
assignment.
During the 2020-21 academic year, SkillShops
had record-breaking participation. During a time
when the campus and SkillShops were closed to
face-to-face meetings, attendance soared in our
online formats through Zoom (live sessions) and
Canvas (asynchronous, at-your-own-pace sessions).
Online SkillShops had 2,909 total attendees, with
1,556 badges earned through Canvas SkillShops
and 1,353 participants at live Zoom SkillShops.
The unique participants (many participated in two
or more) make up 26% of HSU’s total enrollment
-- that means that more than 1 out of 4 students
participated in SkillShops during the 2020-21
academic year.
For Fall 2021, SkillShops will continue to be
offered as live Zoom sessions and, as always,
asynchronous Canvas courses which are available
to use 24/7. Two new at-your-own-pace SkillShops
have been added this fall: Writing With Sources and
Advanced Research to support information literacy
instruction that can be scaffolded by use in class or
for students who want to grow their research skills
on their own.
Advanced Research is the next level lesson after
the Research Basics SkillShop, which aims to
support learners in developing best practices for
staying organized while researching and strategies
to effectively and efficiently find and access sources
that are relevant to their topics. Advanced Research
is stand alone, so you don’t have to take Research
Basics in order to start on this new SkillShop. Brush
up on your research skills and get familiar with
what HSU Library databases have to offer if you’re
a new to HSU student and have some experience
doing research, or if you want to brush up on your
searching strategies and resources.

Writing With Sources is focused on how students
use, cite, and write with various sources in their
academic work and what their responsibilities
are as student scholars. This SkillShop covers key
elements of citation, the many people and services
available to provide research and writing support at
any stage of their writing process, and reviews the
HSU Academic Honesty Policy. This SkillShop was
developed as a collaboration between the Writing
Studio (a program of the Learning Center), and the
Library.
Other new at-your-own-pace SkillShops in 2021:
•

Chicago Citations
Learn about paraphrasing, quoting, and how to
create citations properly in Chicago Manual of
Style Notes-Bibliography format. Approximate
length: 1 hour.

•

Evaluating Information Sources in the Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences
Learn about information sources that are
commonly used in the Arts, Humanities, and
Social Sciences. Approximate length: 1 hour

•

Evaluating Information Sources in Natural
Resources and Sciences
Learn how to evaluate information sources in the
Natural Resources and Sciences. Approximate
length: 1 hour

•

Podcast Basics
Learn how to create a micro podcast
using openly licensed audio and Audacity.
Approximate length: 1.5 hours.

•

Career Values
Gain clarity and confidence with your own
career values, which will help you make career
choices that are more fulfilling. Approximate
length: 1 hour

Take the First Steps
to Adopt or Adapt
OER in Your Course
By Kimberly Stelter & Kyle Morgan
HSU faculty have made great efforts and progress
to help students save money and have access to their
course materials through OER adoption. OER, or
Open Education Resources are free, openly licensed
materials that faculty can adapt or use as-is in place
of traditional commercial textbooks and other content
that supports learning.
In the academic year 2020/21 HSU faculty saved
students $454,606.94, or $3,247.19 per course, and
$73.60 per student on average.
In the last 6 years students saved over $1.7 million
in textbook costs with OER adoption and we aim to
save students even more this year! This savings to
students was due to adoption of Open Educational
Resources (OER) or using resources from the HSU
Library that provided free, but not necessarily open,
access to students.
Watch this video to hear what some faculty members
who have adopted OER have to say about why they
adopted OER and the impact using OER had for the
students in their courses:
OER Faculty Interviews 2021 (youtu.be/
nmWe2cv2nWY).
Faculty can earn a $350 stipend for proposing a
plan on how they will adopt or create OER for use in
a class. Faculty can self-enroll in the asynchronous
HSU OER Proposal Canvas course at hsu.link/
OERProposal. Learn more about the course on the
OER Research Guide at libguides.humboldt.edu/
openedu/OERProposal. There is an opportunity for an
additional $100 stipend if faculty also provide a review
of the course after submitting a proposal (limited to
first 5 reviewers). This stipend was made possible
through funding provided by CSU Affordable Learning
Solutions (AL$).
Contact us by email at oer@humboldt.edu for more
information and support in adopting OER for your
class!

ABC: Always Borrow
Course Materials on Reserve
By Victoria Bruner
Course Materials on Reserve is a program which provides students with free access to
textbooks, eBooks, and other instructional materials. Students and instructors can find
materials for their courses listed on this module at
link.humboldt.edu/Course-Materials-on-Reserve-Library. Throughout Fall and Spring of 2019,
collectively 1,460 unique students saved over $200K using textbooks on reserve. Financial
and food insecurities are two of the top reasons that students check out textbooks at the HSU
Library (Fall 2019 survey).
Want your course materials available for check out? Make requests using our Google form,
so the Library can purchase materials for the reserves collection, at hsu.link/Request-Reserves.
A senior Liberal Studies Elementary Education student noted:
“My textbooks average over $400 a semester...I am greatly appreciative for being able to
check out books here at the HSU Library.”
Currently our collection includes textbooks from over 280 Fall 2021 courses.
Folks can check out physical textbooks for 4 hours at a time while the Library is open in the
Lower Level, Room 28: Mon. - Fri., 8am - 7pm, and Sundays 11am - 6pm. If you check out
materials less than four hours before we close, you are able to keep the books overnight, and
return them when the Library opens the next day.
So far this semester, the HSU Library has purchased 38 titles for the Course Materials on
Reserve Collection, including $1,516 for physical books, and $6,090 for eBook titles. Some
eBook titles are: Introduction to Genetics, (upper division Biology course) Principles of
Environmental Engineering and Science, (lower division Engineering course) Human Sexuality:
Diversity in Contemporary America, (upper division Psychology course) and Parable of the
Sower (upper division English course) to name a few. Please contact Victoria Bruner with any
Course Reserves questions at reserves@humboldt.edu.

Blast from the Past
By Jessica Welch
Flash back to 20 years ago in Spring
2001, the Library newsletter announced
its newly redesigned Library Website
Homepage (first appearing in 1995). Take
a stroll down memory lane and enjoy
this original newsletter article and see
the homepage from 2001. Remember to
visit our current website for helpful library
services at library.humboldt.edu and
have fun reading more past newsletters
at digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/
librarypub/.
You may have noticed that the Library
web site has a new home page. This
is not just a new look, but a way
to make the rapidly growing Library
web site a bit easier and faster to
use. The new home page allows us to
put more direct links to content
right on top. In addition to almost
doubling the number of links into
the Library, we were able to provide
some extra information about where
each link is leading.
The search
box, to quickly find a page, is right
up front, for quick access. While
we’ve added features and upgraded
our graphics and presentation, the
new page is smaller and fifty percent
quicker to load, a particularly

important factor on slower, at
home connection to the Internet.
The changes are the result of a
lot of study, discussion and effort
from the Library’s Web Advisory
Committee. The group looked at many
other library sites and university
sites, looked at new technologies,
considered our goals and reviewed the
comments, questions and suggestions
from our users. We hope you can see
the results of our commitment to
improving our electronic services,
by listening to you, our users, and
making technology work for you. Let
us know what you think and watch us
online as we continue to improve.

Stay Connected with Us Through Social Media
The Library has a lot to share with you whether you’re a continuing student or a new freshman,
welcome! Stay connected and follow us on social media to get updates about events, resources,
SkillShops, and more about what’s happening with HSU Library.
We’re on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr @hsulibrary
Find us on Youtube: Humboldt State University Library.
Tag your stories and posts with #HSUlibrary if you’re making your own experiences and connections
with the library.

Upcoming Library Events
October 9 - October 15
Indigenous People’s Week
itepp.humboldt.edu/indigenous-peoples-week
October 18 - October 22
Transfer Week
Transfer Week will include a number of free
SkillShops and social activities focusing
on topics to support learning, getting work
experience, and student success for transfer
students. Find community with your fellow
transfer students and get connected with the
services and people on campus here to support
you through your college experience.
sles.humboldt.edu/transfer-resources
October 25 - October 29
23rd Annual
Campus & Community Dialogue on Race
dialogue.humboldt.edu/dialogue-welcome
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Leigha Evers, Staff
Bernard Fosnaugh, Staff
Sarah Godlin, Staff
Maximilian Heirich, Student
Melitta Jackson, Staff
Aaron Laughlin, Student
Carly Marino, Librarian
Tim Miller, Librarian
Kyle Morgan, Librarian
Cyril Oberlander, Dean
Laiza Pacheco, Student
Garrett Purchio, Librarian
Kimberly Sisu, Student
Kimberly Stelter, Librarian
Kumi Watanabe-Schock, Staff
Jessica Welch, Staff, Layout, Editor
Keelye Wilson, Staff
Check Out the Library is published in
fall, spring & summer.
library.humboldt.edu

Save the Dates
January 2022
Library Re-Opening
Exact date to be determined.
Fred Korematsu Day of Civil
Liberties & the Constitution
February 14, 2022
8th Annual Authors Celebration
library.humboldt.edu/about/
HSUAuthors.html
March 14, 2022
Pi Day Celebration

Giving
Interested in supporting HSU
Library or a service you read about
in the newsletter? Please visit
library.humboldt.edu/giving
for more details.

Have a story to share with the campus? Writing for the Library
newsletter is easy! Students, staff and faculty are encouraged
to contact the Library Marketing & Outreach Team at
Libmarketing@humboldt.edu to learn more about sharing a story
in the next newsletter.

